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Build Once, Deploy Anywhere: How RBC is Leveraging Adapt Learning

Jeremy Pearce, RBC
Our Journey

Experience x Expectation x Technology
Video: https://youtu.be/MHGKz96JLQc
Adapt Versions

Frameworks, builders, and hosted versions?
Learn your ABCs
EMT Support

Extensions x Menus x Themes
Understanding Adapt Components

goo.gl/dB0gcg
Thrive - Always Learning

https://goo.gl/pRPogB
I am Starting my Career
https://goo.gl/FbNrfO
The Big A-Ha’s
The Big A-Ha’s

Open source and continuous enhancements
The Big A-Ha’s

Build once deploy anywhere (multi-device delivery/intelligent design)
Wi-Fi Eavesdropping involves capturing information over an unsecure/uncrypted/open Wi-Fi network. The "Perils of Public Wi-Fi" is one video in an informative video series with tips to help keep your information secure, stay safe online and be cyber aware. The series covers privacy, mobility, passwords, public wifi, phishing emails and social media.

View the video on RBC Connect

This type of attack is known as...

○ The Imposter attack
The Big A-Ha’s

Flexibility - Courses, performance support, micro learning, curated content
The Big A-Ha’s

Theming and templates
The Big A-Ha’s

Localisable
The Big A-Ha’s

Accessibility
The Big A-Ha’s

Ease of review
Wi-Fi Eavesdropping involves capturing information over an unsecured/unencrypted/open Wi-Fi network. The "Perils of Public Wi-Fi" is one video in an informative video series with tips to help keep your information secure, stay safe online and be cyber aware. The series covers privacy, mobility, passwords, public Wi-Fi, phishing emails and social media.

View the video on RBC Connect.

This type of attack is known as...

- The Imposter attack
- The Repeat Offender attack
- The Evil Twin attack
- The Double Whammy attack
The Big A-Ha’s

Efficiency - Allowed for the adoption of agile practices and co-development (multiple devs in the same file at the same time)
The Results are In
The Results are In

Our Testing
- Project lifespan reduced by 35% (6 end-to-end projects)
- Development time is 38% faster when comparing Adapt to other tools (3 tandem development projects)
The Results are In

Our Projects (Fiscal 2016 team of 4)
• 58 new learning solutions were designed, developed, and deployed
• 22 new pages of curated content aligned to Professional & Technical Capabilities were created
What Employees Say
• Adapt courses deployed in our LMS have an average rating of 4.74 stars out of 5
What we learned
What we learned

Learning curve
What we learned

Infinite scrolling
What we learned

Unique Features:
• No native recording
• Although you can add audio as a separate media file, audio playback for each page is not supported
• Animations are not supported
Wrap Up and Questions
Goodies... aka Resources

Open source:
• www.adaptlearning.org
• https://github.com/adaptlearning/adapt_authoring/wiki

Hosted 30-day free trial
• www.Learningpool.com/jeremy/

Storyboard and assets
• https://goo.gl/r7w4Ng
Contact

Jeremy.Pearce@RBC.com or @Jeremy_Learns on Twitter